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Simultaneous auctions for multiple items are often used when the values of the 
items are interrelated. An example of such a situation is the sale of spectrum 

rights by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). If a telecommunica-
tions company is already operating in a certain area, the cost of operating in adja-
cent areas tends to be lower. In addition, consumers may value larger networks that 
reduce the cost and inconvenience of “roaming.” As a consequence, the value of a 
collection of spectrum licenses for adjacent areas can be higher than the sum of the 
values for separate licenses.1 Value complementarities arise naturally in many other 

1 There can also be important synergies in the spectrum frequency dimension where adjacent bands may 
improve capacity and reduce interference. For instance, in the FCC auction for air-to-ground communications 
frequencies in May 2006, a package of three bandwidth units sold for about 4.5 times as much as a single unit, 
and similar synergies were implied by unsuccessful bids. 
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An Experimental Test of Flexible
Combinatorial Spectrum Auction Formats†

By Christoph Brunner, Jacob K. Goeree, 
Charles A. Holt, and John O. Ledyard*

This paper reports laboratory experiments that evaluate the perfor-
mance of a flexible package bidding format developed by the FCC, 
in comparison with other combinatorial formats. In general, the 
interest of policy makers in combinatorial auctions is justified by the 
laboratory data. When value complementarities are present, pack-
age bidding yields improved performance. We find clear differences 
among the combinatorial auction formats both in terms of efficiency 
and seller revenue, however. Notably, the combinatorial clock pro-
vides the highest revenue. The FCC’s flexible package bidding for-
mat performed worse than the alternatives, which is one of the main 
reasons why it was not implemented. (JEL D44, H82)
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contexts, e.g., aircraft takeoff and landing slots, pollution emissions allowances  for 
consecutive years, and coordinated advertising time slots. This paper reports a series 
of laboratory experiments to evaluate alternative methods of running multi-unit auc-
tions, in high- and low-complementarities environments.

Various auction formats have been suggested for selling multiple items with 
interrelated values. The most widely discussed format is the simultaneous multiple 
round (SMR) auction first used by the FCC in 1994. In the SMR auction, bidders 
are only allowed to bid on separate licenses in a series of “rounds,” and the auction 
stops when no new bids are submitted on any license. To win a valuable package of 
licenses in this type of auction, bidders with value complementarities may have to 
bid more for some licenses than they are worth individually, which may result in 
losses when only a subset is won. Avoidance of this “exposure problem” may lead to 
conservative bidding, lower revenue, and inefficient allocations.2

The obvious solution to the exposure problem is to allow bidding for packages 
of items. In such combinatorial auctions, bidders can make sure they either win the 
entire package or nothing at all. As a result, bids can reflect value complementari-
ties that should raise efficiency and seller revenue. Combinatorial bidding, however, 
may introduce new problems. Consider a situation in which a large bidder submits 
a package bid for several licenses. If other bidders are interested in buying different 
subsets of licenses contained in the package, they might find it hard to coordinate 
their actions, even if the sum of their values is higher than the value of the package 
to the large bidder (the threshold problem). Thus, there is no clear presumption that 
package bidding will improve auction performance. The FCC has increasingly relied 
on laboratory experiments to evaluate the performance of alternative spectrum auc-
tions (see, also, Goeree and Holt forthcoming). The next section summarizes the 
main features of the auction formats to be considered.

I. Alternative Auction Formats

The various combinatorial auctions to be considered are best understood in terms 
of how they differ from the incumbent standard, the FCC’s simultaneous multi-
round auction procedure. Therefore, we will begin by explaining how the SMR auc-
tion was implemented in the experiments. Each auction consists of multiple rounds 
in which bidders have a fixed amount of time to submit their bids. Once the round 
ends, the highest bid on each license is announced as a provisional winner. Once 
no more bids are submitted, the auction stops and the provisionally winning bids 
become the final winning bids.

There are two constraints on bidding. The first constraint is the FCC “activity 
limit” that determines the maximum number of different licenses for which a bidder 
can submit bids. Each bidder is assigned a prespecified activity limit at the beginning 
of the auction. A bidder’s activity limit falls if the number of submitted bids (plus the 

2 In the recent AWS auction (FCC auction 66), for example, the total cost of acquiring 20MHz of nationwide 
coverage was $2.268 billion for all 734 individual licenses in the “A-block” while the total cost was $4.174 billion 
for the 12 larger regions in the “F-block.” Presumably there was a larger exposure problem in the A-block because 
it consisted of a larger number of small licenses.
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number of provisionally winning bids in the previous round) is less than the bidder’s 
activity limit in the previous round. Activity is transferable, so a bidder with a limit 
of three could bid on licenses A, B, and C in one round, and on licenses E, F, and G 
(of equal size) in the next round, for example. The second restriction is that each bid 
must exceed the previous high bid for that license by a specified bid increment. This 
requirement is a minimum, and new bids can exceed the “provisionally winning” 
bid by up to eight bid increments. The only exception to the increment rule is that the 
provisionally winning bidder is not required to raise that bid. Bidders can observe 
others’ previous bids and can see which of those were provisionally winning.3 The 
effect of activity limits and bid increments is to force bids upward, although there 
are limited opportunities for withdrawing bids.4 The auction stops after a round in 
which no new bids are submitted and no withdrawals occur.

This multi-round procedure can be adapted to allow for bids on both individual 
licenses and packages, and this approach has been shown to improve auction per-
formance in some cases.5 With package bidding, the relevant price of a license is 
not necessarily the highest bid on that license. Indeed, there may not even be a 
(nonpackage) bid on a particular license. One approach is to calculate the revenue-
maximizing allocation of licenses after each round, and to use “shadow” prices that 
represent marginal valuations in terms of maximized revenue. Then the price of a 
package is the sum of the prices for individual items, and new bids in the subse-
quent round then have to improve on these prices by some minimum increment that 
depends on the size of the package. As with SMR, bidders are given the option of 
selecting one of a series of prespecified higher increments. This approach, known 
as Resource Allocation Design (RAD) pricing, is due to Anthony M. Kwasnica et 
al. (2005). One advantage of the RAD approach is that prices may convey informa-
tion about how high a bidder must go to “get into the action” on a particular license 
or package.6 The revenue maximization at the close of each round uses all bids for 
all completed rounds. This maximization routine results in provisionally winning 
bids (on licenses or packages) and associated RAD prices. As in the SMR auction, 
a specified bid increment is added to the RAD price to determine the minimum 
acceptable bid for the license in the next round.7 The minimum acceptable bid for a 
package is simply the sum of minimum acceptable bids for the licenses it contains. 
Bidders were allowed to submit multiple bids on licenses and/or packages. The treat-
ment of activity limits is analogous to SMR, with activity being calculated from the 

3 In most FCC auctions to date, bidders’ identities are revealed during the auction. More recently, the FCC has 
revealed bid amounts but not bidder identities (anonymous or “blind” bidding).

4 As a partial remedy to the exposure problem, the FCC allows bidders to withdraw their provisionally win-
ning bids in at most two rounds, at a penalty that equals the difference between their withdrawn bids and the 
subsequent sale price if that is lower. David P. Porter (1999) reports laboratory data showing that the introduction 
of this withdrawal rule increases the efficiency of the final allocation as well as the seller’s revenue.

5 Stephen J. Rassenti, Vernon L. Smith, and Robert L. Bulfin (1982) first used experiments to compare the 
performance of sealed-bid auctions with and without package bidding. Ledyard, Porter, and Antonio Rangel 
(1997) provide data comparing several iterative processes. The combinatorial auction produces higher efficiencies 
in both designs.

6 Ideally, the license prices should represent the revenue value of relaxing the constraint that there is only one 
of each license. The discreteness in license definitions may, however, result in nonexistence of dual prices, and 
Kwasnica et al. (2005) propose a method of computing approximate prices. 

7 In order to prevent cycles, the bid increment is raised after a round in which revenue does not increase.
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sites of different licenses being bid for, or being provisionally won, in the  previous 
round (separately or as part of a package). The auction stops when no new bids are 
submitted, and the “provisional winning bids” for that round become the final win-
ning bids (withdrawals are not needed with this format).

The FCC developed a variant of RAD pricing, called SMRPB. Of the four for-
mats considered, SMRPB (simultaneous multiple round package bidding) is the only 
auction procedure that employs an “XOR” bidding rule, which means that each bid-
der can have at most one winning bid. For example, the XOR (exclusive OR) rule 
means that a bidder who is interested in both licenses A and/or B must bid on A, B, 
and the package AB, since a bid on AB alone would preclude winning either license 
separately, while bids on A and B would only preclude winning the package. Since 
XOR bidding typically calls for making bids on lots of combinations, the activity 
rule used with the FCC’s SMRPB auction is based on the size of the largest pack-
age bid, so a bidder with activity for 3 equal-sized licenses could bid on both ABD 
and ABC, for example, but not on ABCD. Another difference with RAD concerns 
the pricing rule. In the SMRPB version, prices adjust slower in response to excess 
demand because they are “anchored” with respect to prices in the previous round.8

An alternative approach to the pricing problem is to have prices rise automatically 
and incrementally in response to excess demand via a “clock” mechanism (Porter 
et al. 2003). In each round of the combinatorial clock (CC) auction, the price of a 
combination is the sum of the prices for each component, and bidders can indicate 
demands for one or more individual items or combinations of items. If more than 
one bidder is bidding for an item in the current round, either separately or as part 
of a package, the clock price for that item rises by the bid increment. Otherwise, 
the price remains the same. There are no provisional winners, but other aspects of 
this auction are analogous, e.g., activity is defined in terms of the sizes of different 
licenses for which a bidder indicates a demand.9 The auction typically stops when 
there is no longer any excess demand for any item.10 One possible advantage of an 
incremental clock auction is that it prevents aggressive “jump bids,” which have 
been observed by Kevin A. McCabe, Rassenti, and Smith (1989) in the laboratory, 

8 See Appendix D in the Goeree and Holt (2005) experiment design report for more details.
9 Note that Porter et al. (2003) did not use activity limits in their CC auctions.
10 When there is no more excess demand for any of the licenses but some are in excess supply, the revenue 

maximizing allocation is calculated using all bids in the current and previous rounds. If this process results in a 
failure to sell to the remaining bidder for an item, the clock is restarted to let that bidder have another chance to 
obtain the item. This restart procedure can be illustrated with a simple three-license example, which is taken from 
the instructions to subjects. Suppose bidder 1 only wants license A and is willing to bid up to $40 for A; bidder 
2 only wants license B and is willing to bid up to $40 for B; and bidder 3 only wants license C and is willing to 
bid up to $80 for C. Finally, bidder 4 only wants package ABC and is willing to bid up to $150 for ABC. Initially 
there is excess demand for all licenses, which causes prices to rise. Bidders 1 and 2 drop out when prices rise to 
$45, $45, $45, but since there is still competition for license C, its price continues to rise. Bidder 4 is willing to 
keep bidding on ABC as long as the price of C does not exceed $60. So when the price of C rises to $65, bidder 4 
drops out. At prices of $45, $45, $65 no one is bidding for licenses A and B. At this point, bidder 3 is the only one 
bidding on C, but the computer finds it better to assign ABC to bidder 4 (for a total of $45  + $45 + $60 = $150) 
than to assign A to bidder 1, B to bidder 2, and C to bidder 3 (for a total of $40 + $40 + $65 = $145). To allow 
bidder 3 (who has a value of $80 for C) to get back into the action on license C, the computer will raise the price 
of C further to $70, $75, … until either bidder 3 drops out or the revenue from assigning A to bidder 1, B to bidder 
2, and C to bidder 3 exceeds that of assigning ABC to bidder 4. In this manner, the price of a license can rise even 
though only one bidder is still bidding for it. Also, bidders may be assigned a license or package even though they 
were no longer bidding in the final round (as is the case for bidders 1 and 2 in the above example). 
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and by R. Preston McAfee and John McMillan (1996) in an FCC auction.11 The 
 clock-driven price increments may also alleviate the threshold problem of coordinat-
ing small bidders’ responses to large package bids. In addition, it is possible to add 
a final round of sealed-bids to the clock phase. This final or shootout phase could be 
structured as a first-price (pay-as-bid) auction or a second-price auction (proxy bid-
ding, see Lawrence M. Ausubel, Peter Cramton, and Paul Milgrom 2006).

Results of laboratory experiments suggest that these, and other forms of package 
bidding, may enhance performance measures, especially in environments with high 
complementarities.12, 13 In the Porter et al. (2003) experiment, for example, the CC 
auction attained 100 percent efficiency in 23 sessions and 99 percent efficiency in 
two other sessions. Previous experiments have mainly focused on specific auction 
formats. This paper provides a systematic and parallel consideration of SMR and its 
most widely discussed alternatives, including the one developed by the FCC.14

II. Experimental Design

Our design involves groups of 8 bidders and 12 licenses, a size that was selected 
to provide enough added complexity, while still permitting us to obtain sufficient 
independent observations for a broad range of auction formats and value structures. 
Bidders’ values for the licenses were randomly determined for each auction, which 
resulted in a rich variety of market structures. There are two types of bidders in this 
design: small “regional” bidders (labeled 1–6) and large “national” bidders (labeled 
7 and 8). A graphical representation of bidders’ interests is shown in Figure 1. Each 
diamond represents a different region, and the licenses along the center line (A, 
D, E, H, I, and L) are the ones of interest to the two national bidders. In the dia-
mond-shaped region on the far left, for example, the regional bidders, 1, 2, 5, and 
6, are interested in licenses B and C, and in addition, each is interested in one of 
the licenses (A or D) that are targets for the two national bidders. Similarly, in the 

11 In the recent AWS auction, for example, one of the bidders made the maximum allowed jump bid for the 
hotly contested northeast and west regional licenses, effectively doubling the prices to about $1.5 billion. The 
main competitors for these licenses ceased bidding immediately afterward. 

12 Jeffrey S. Banks, Ledyard, and Porter (1989) proposed a different type of combinatorial auction, called 
Adaptive User Selection Mechanism (AUSM). In this auction, bidders can submit bids for individual licenses and 
packages in continuous time. A new bid becomes provisionally winning if revenue can be increased by an alloca-
tion that includes the new bid. Kwasnica et al. (2005) compare RAD and AUSM to SMR in a laboratory setting. 
Efficiencies observed with RAD and AUSM are similar and higher than those for SMR, but revenue is higher in 
SMR since many bidders lose money due to the exposure problem. (If we assume that bidders default on bids on 
which they make losses, and thus set the prices of such bids to zero, revenues are, in fact, higher under AUSM 
and RAD than under SMR.) 

13 Charles River Associates, a global consulting firm headquartered in Boston, also developed a combinato-
rial auction, called Combinatorial Multi-Round Auction (CMA). In this auction, only bids that are sufficiently 
high allow bidders to maintain their activity. A bid is sufficiently high when it is at least 5 percent higher than 
the currently highest combination of bids that span the same licenses. Banks et al. (2003) ran an experiment to 
compare the CMA and SMR auction formats. They find that the CMA leads to more efficient allocations but less 
revenue since many bidders incur losses in their SMR auction experiments due to the exposure problem. Porter 
et al. (2003) also compare CMA to SMR auctions and find that CMA tends to lead to more efficient allocations. 

14 A common feature of the combinatorial formats discussed in this paper is that they permit “flexible” pack-
age bidding, i.e., bidders can construct arbitrary “customized” packages. An alternative approach is to restrict 
bidding to prespecified packages as was done in the FCC air-to-ground auction in 2006. Michael H. Rothkopf, 
Aleksandar Peke  ̆     c , and Ronald M. Harstad (1998) have suggested hierarchically structured sets of predefined pack-
ages to reduce the complexity of the (revenue-based) assignment problem. Goeree and Holt (forthcoming) propose 
a simple pricing mechanism for hierarchically structured packages and test the resulting auction in the lab.
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middle region, small bidders 1, 2, 3, and 4, are interested in licenses F and G, and 
each one is interested in one of the licenses (E and H) that are also of interest to the 
national bidders. The diamond-shaped region on the far right has a similar structure. 
Notice that each regional bidder has interests in two adjacent regions, e.g., the left 
and center diamonds for bidders 1 and 2. Subjects’ identification numbers stayed the 
same throughout the experiment, and so did their roles as regional or national bidders.

Regional bidders can acquire, at most, three licenses, and complementarities occur 
only when licenses in the same region are acquired. For example, if bidder 1 wins 
the combination ABE, then the value synergies would only apply to A and B, which 
are in the same region in Figure 1. Since value synergies do not apply across regions, 
a group of licenses in one region is a substitute for a group of licenses from another 
region, which creates an interesting “fitting problem.” For example, under the SMR 
procedure, bidder 1 with an activity of 3 could either bid on licenses A, B, and C in 
the left region or E, F, and G in the middle region to capture the regional synergies. 
Likewise, under the RAD and CC procedures, bidder 1 could either bid to obtain syn-
ergies for the ABC package or the EFG package. The “XOR” rule used in SMRPB 
facilitates the regional bidders’ “choice of region” problem because it allows them to 
bid on packages from both regions knowing that, at most, one bid can be winning. An 
additional advantage of the “XOR” rule is that bidders always know the maximum 
financial liability they face, i.e., the highest dollar amount of any of their bids.

National bidders can acquire up to six licenses and they have value complementa-
rities for all six licenses in some treatments and for only four licenses in other treat-
ments. The larger number of licenses subject to complementarities creates a larger 
exposure problem for the national bidders. The total number of possible allocations 
with this setup is 13,080,488.

Figure 1. Eight-Bidder Design with Three Regions

Notes: Regional bidders (1–6) are interested in one side of one of two diamond-shaped 
regions. National bidders (7–8) are interested in the middle line connecting all three dia-
mond-shaped regions.
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Auction Formats.—The four auction formats are described in detail in Web 
Appendices A–C. They include three combinatorial formats (SMRPB, RAD, and 
CC) and one noncombinatorial format (SMR). The main modification of the basic 
SMR procedures previously described is that bid withdrawals were permitted in, at 
most, two rounds of an auction. For example, a bidder who withdraws any number 
of bids in rounds eight and ten would not be able to make any withdrawals in subse-
quent rounds. If a withdrawn bid caused the final sale price to go down, the bidder 
had to pay the difference. If a license with a withdrawn bid went unsold, however, 
then the bidder was only responsible for 25 percent of the withdrawn bid, which 
represents a penalty intended to mimic the effect of having to pay the difference 
between a withdrawn bid and a lower sale price in a subsequent auction. A key fea-
ture of the withdrawal provisions is that the seller (FCC) becomes the provisionally 
winning bidder at the second highest bid (minus a bid increment), so that the person 
who originally made the second highest bid would be able to re-enter at that level 
if the bidder has activity and interest to do so. This provision can benefit a bidder 
whose interests have changed, perhaps to a different region.

For each auction format, the experiments cover four different treatments: high/
low overlap in national bidders’ interests (HO versus LO) and high/low complemen-
tarities (HC versus LC). For example, treatment HOHC has high overlap and high 
complementarities. Next, we describe the treatment variations in more detail.

Complementarities.—Payoffs in the experiment were expressed in terms of 
“points,” where each point was worth $0.40 to subjects. (The bid increment was 
5 points in all auctions.) The baseline draw distributions are uniform on the range 
[5, 45] for each license of interest to national bidders, and on the range [5, 75] for each 
license of interest to regional bidders. Synergies between licenses are modeled in a 
linear manner. When a bidder acquires K licenses the value of each goes up by a fac-
tor 1 + α (K − 1). In the high-complementarities treatment, the synergy factor (α) 
for national bidders was 0.2. Thus, each license acquired by a national bidder goes 
up in value by 20 percent (with two licenses), by 40 percent (with three licenses), by 
60 percent (with four licenses), by 80 percent (with five licenses), and by 100 percent 
(with all six licenses). With low complementarities, these numbers are 1 percent, 
2 percent, 3 percent, 4 percent, and 5 percent, corresponding to α = 0.01. With high 
complementarities (HC), each license acquired in the same region by a regional bid-
der goes up in value by 12.5 percent (with two licenses in the same region), and by 
25 percent (with three licenses in the same region), so α = 0.125. With low comple-
mentarities, these numbers are 1 percent and 2 percent for regional bidders. These 
minimal complementarities in the LC treatment allowed us to maintain parallelism 
in instructions and procedures. Participants were informed about the synergies that 
applied to regional and national bidders and about the distributions of possible val-
ues (but not about others’ value draws).

overlap.—With high overlap (HO), each national bidder, 7 and 8, has value draws 
from the same distribution for all six licenses on the base of Figure 1, and the com-
plementarities apply equally to all six licenses. In this sense, each national bidder is 
equally strong across the line. With low overlap (LO), national bidder 7 only receives 
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complementarities for the four licenses on the left side of the base (A, D, E, and H). 
Conversely, national bidder 8 receives complementarities for the four licenses on 
the right side (E, H, I, and L). Thus, with high complementarities and low overlap, 
each national bidder has a natural focus of interest that only partially overlaps with 
the other national bidder’s area. One issue of interest is whether this type of partial 
separation may yield tacit collusion and less aggressive bidding in the center.

Treatment structure.—The two-by-two treatment design yields 4 treatments for 
each of the 4 auction formats, for a total of 16 treatments. We used the same value 
draws across auction formats so that differences cannot be attributed to specific 
sequences of value draws. Each session consisted of one or two practice auctions 
and a series of six auctions for cash payments. The treatment and auction type was 
unchanged for all auctions in a session, but the randomly generated value draws 
changed from one auction to the next. In addition, we used new sequences of random 
draws for each of 3 “waves” of 16 sessions that spanned all treatments. To summa-
rize, there were 18 (3 waves × 6 auctions) independent sets of value draws that were 
used in all 4 auction formats.

subjects and sessions.—Before conducting the sessions that form waves 1–3, we 
trained over 128 Caltech subjects in 16 sessions of 8 people. These inexperienced 
sessions (“wave 0”) involved SMR and combinatorial auctions and were conducted 
to familiarize subjects with the auction software and bidding environment.15 For 
these inexperienced sessions, we promised to pay each person a $60 bonus (in addi-
tion to other earnings) if they returned three more times.16 This decision to use expe-
rienced bidders was based on the complexity of the auction formats and on earlier 
pilot experiments. For the subsequent data analysis, only the data from waves 1–3, 
not from wave 0, is used. In waves 1–3, earnings averaged $50 per person per session, 
including $10 show-up fees and bonuses, for sessions that lasted from 11/2 to 2 hours, 
depending on the number of auctions.17 In total, there were 16 training sessions and 
48 sessions (3 × 16) with experienced subjects, each involving a group of 8 subjects.

III. Results

One way to measure market efficiency is to divide the sum of all bidder values 
for licenses they won, the actual surplus (sactual ), by the maximum possible surplus 
(soptimal ). It is well-known that this simple efficiency measure may be difficult to 
interpret. For example, adding a constant to all value amounts will tend to raise this 
efficiency ratio, since efficiency losses are affected by differences in valuations, not 

15 The experiments were run using jAuctions, which has been developed at Caltech by Goeree. The jAuctions 
software consists of a flexible suite of Java-based auction programs designed to handle a wide range of auction 
formats and bidding environments, including combinatorial auctions with bid-driven or clock-driven prices, pri-
vate and common valuations, etc. Instructions, which are available on request, were structured around relevant 
screen shots of the jAuctions program. 

16 As a consequence, most subjects participated in more than one auction format.
17 In some cases, subjects ended the session with negative earnings, and these subjects were only paid the 

show-up fee. An alternative would have been to rotate bidder roles during the session, which would have avoided 
negative final earnings. This is the procedure followed in Goeree and Holt (2008).
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absolute levels. A more natural measure of efficiency is calculated on the basis of 
the difference between the actual surplus and the surplus resulting from a random 
allocation (srandom ), this being normalized by the maximum such difference.

  efficiency  =    
sactual  −  srandom  ____________  
soptimal  −  srandom

    ×  100 percent.

The value of a random allocation can be computed by taking the average of the 
surplus over all possible allocations, of which there are a total of 13,080,488 alloca-
tions for the design in Figure 1.18 This definition of efficiency measures how much 
the auction raises surplus relative to a random allocation mechanism. In the analysis 
that follows, we will use these normalized efficiency measures.

Similarly, revenues will be measured as the difference between actual auction 
revenue and the revenue from a random allocation in which bidders pay their full 
values for all licenses and packages they receive (rrandom  =  srandom ). This differ-
ence is then divided by the difference between the maximum possible revenue 
(roptimal  =  soptimal ) and the revenue from a random allocation. Note that the optimal 
revenue benchmark is the revenue obtained if bids equal full value on all licenses 
and packages leaving zero profits for the bidders, i.e., full rent extraction:

  revenue  =    
ractual  −  rrandom  _____________  
roptimal  −  rrandom

    ×  100 percent.

Since rrandom  =  srandom and roptimal  =  soptimal , the denominators of the normalized 
efficiency and revenue measures are equal, and the normalized sum of bidders’ prof-
its is simply equal to the difference between efficiency and revenue:

  profit  =    
sactual  −  ractual  _____________  
soptimal  −  rrandom

    ×  100 percent  

 =    
 ∑ i  

 
      π actual  

i
  
  ____________  

soptimal  −  srandom
    ×  100 percent.

All efficiency, revenue, and profit measures reported are normalized in this man-
ner for the specific value sequences used in each auction for each of the three waves 
of sessions with experienced bidders.19

Efficiency.—Package bidding is designed to help bidders avoid the “exposure 
problem” of bidding high for licenses with high complementarities. As expected, 

18 Without the restriction that regional bidders can acquire, at most, three licenses, the total number of alloca-
tions would simply be 412  =  16,777,216.

19 There were occasional glitches in the data recording, i.e., when a bidder’s computer would temporarily be 
offline. A detailed analysis of all the bid books reveals that less than 1 percent of all bids were lost. Since a bid-
der’s activity was determined by the bids she submitted (not according to the bids recorded by the server), this 
had no adverse effects for the bidder’s activity. Unless the round in which this occurred was the final round, the 
effect of lost bids was negligible. 
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switching from SMR to a combinatorial format raises efficiency in the high com-
plementarities treatments. The differences between SMR and the combinatorial 
formats occur for both of the high complementarities treatments, as can be seen 
from the left side of Figure 2. In this and subsequent figures, the color-coding is as 
follows: from light to dark, the bars correspond to SMR, CC, SMRPB, and RAD, 
respectively.

In contrast, the switch to combinatorial auctions reduces efficiency when comple-
mentarities are minimal (our “low complementarities” treatment). The efficiency 
levels are now 97 percent for SMR and 89 percent, 92 percent, and 96 percent for 
SMRPB, CC, and RAD, respectively. Again, this difference shows up in both LC 
treatments shown on the right side of Figure 2. Result 1 summarizes our findings, 
where we use the following notation: ~ implies a pairwise difference is not signifi-
cant, ≻* indicates significance at the 10 percent level, ≻** indicates significance at 
the 5 percent level, and ≻*** indicates significance at the 1 percent level.

RESULT 1: With high complementarities, efficiency levels are highest for the three 
combinatorial formats and are ranked

  rAD ~ sMrpB ~ CC ≻** sMr.

With low complementarities, efficiency levels are ranked

  rAD ~ sMr ≻** CC ~ sMrpB.

Pooling the low- and high-complementarities treatments, efficiency levels are ranked:

  rAD ≻* CC ~ sMrpB ~ sMr.

Figure 2. Efficiency by Auction Format

Note: The bars from light to dark (left to right) correspond to SMR, CC, SMRPB, and RAD, 
respectively.
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Support: Session averages are grouped by wave and auction format in Web 
Appendix D. For example, consider the efficiencies for the HC treatments (pooling 
high and low overlap) shown in the eight columns on the left side of Web Appendix 
D (top three rows). It is important to compare the auction formats for the same wave, 
since the valuation draws change from one wave to another. All six of the paired 
comparisons for the HC treatments show higher efficiencies for any of the pack-
age bidding auctions compared to SMR. This effect is significant using a Wilcoxon 
matched-pairs signed-rank test ( p  =  0.03). These results are generally reversed 
with low complementarities, where all paired comparisons between SMR, CC, and 
SMRPB go in the opposite direction (higher efficiency for SMR): this effect is sig-
nificant ( p  =  0.03). The only combinatorial auction that is not statistically differ-
ent from SMR in terms of efficiency is RAD ( p  =  0.41). When pooling the data 
from the low- and high-complementarities treatments, RAD is more efficient than 
SMRPB ( p  =  0.02), CC ( p  =  0.09), and SMR ( p  =  0.09). There are no significant 
differences between SMR, SMRPB, and CC.

In addition to being statistically significant, the differences in observed efficien-
cies are also economically significant. With high complementarities (combining the 
low- and high-overlap treatments and data from all 3 waves), the average efficiency 
in SMR is 84 percent, while it is 90 percent, 90 percent, and 91 percent in SMRPB, 
CC, and RAD, respectively.

One reason why SMR leads to low efficiencies with high complementarities is 
the incidence of unsold licenses, which happens with rates of 4 percent and 7 per-
cent in the high- and low-overlap treatments, respectively. (See Web Appendix D). 
Unsold licenses typically result from withdrawals late in the auction when a bidder 
realizes that it will not be possible to obtain the value synergies associated with 
multiple licenses. After a withdrawal, recall that the seller becomes the provisional 
winner at the second highest bid, and the person who made that bid previously 
may have lost activity or interest in that license, which causes it to go unsold.20 
Withdrawals are not permitted in the combinatorial auctions, where the exposure 
problem is addressed directly by allowing package bids, so these auctions do not 
result in unsold licenses. The difference between SMR and any of the combinatorial 
formats in terms of license sales rates is significant with a Wilcoxon matched-pairs 
signed-ranks test ( p  =  0.05).

revenues.—Figure 3 shows the revenues by auction format and treatment aver-
aged across sessions (session averages for each parameter/experience wave can be 
found in rows 4–6 of the table in Web Appendix D). What is obvious from Figure 3 

20 Since the seller’s value for a license is assumed to be zero, an unsold license was given a value of zero 
in the efficiency calculations. This calculation provides a lower bound for the efficiency since unsold licenses 
are typically sold in later auctions (there is, however, an efficiency loss associated with delays in spectrum use). 
Alternatively, a rough estimate of the upper bound for the efficiency would be to scale the actual efficiency by 
1 + x, where x is the proportion of unsold licenses. Scaling up the efficiencies for the SMR auction in the high-
complementarities treatments using an “x factor” of 0.05 (proportion of unsold licenses averaged across treat-
ments) raises average efficiency from 84 percent to 88 percent. This scaled up efficiency is only slightly lower 
than those for the combinatorial formats, indicating that a large part of the efficiency loss in the SMR auction is 
due to unsold licenses. Note that these calculations ignore “selection effects,” i.e., low-value licenses are more 
likely to go unsold.
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is that the CC auction extracts more rents for the seller in all treatments, even when 
it is less efficient than other formats.

RESULT 2: revenues are highest for the CC auction and are ranked

  CC ≻***	rAD ~ sMrpB ~ sMr.

Support: There are three rows in the revenue section of Web Appendix D, one for 
each wave of parameter values. In each row, there are 4 paired comparisons between 
CC and a particular alternative format, so overall there are 12 paired comparisons. 
The CC provides higher revenue in all 12 pair-wise comparisons with each of the 
alternatives, except for RAD, where CC yields higher revenues in 11 of 12 cases. 
These comparisons are significant using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test 
( p  =  0.001). Basically, CC is higher than the others with both low- and high-comple-
mentarities ( p  =  0.03), except for the comparison with RAD in the low-complemen-
tarities (LC) treatment ( p  =  0.06). Revenue under RAD is border-line significantly 
higher than SMRPB when we pool all data ( p  =  0.109). Revenue under RAD is not 
significantly different from SMR, and SMR and SMRPB raise the same revenues.

These revenue differences are also significant economically. Averaging over all 
treatments and all waves, the revenue from the CC format is 50 percent as compared 
to 37 percent, 40 percent, and 35 percent for the SMR, RAD, and SMRPB auctions, 
respectively.

With high overlap, national bidders own more licenses and, hence, can cre-
ate bigger packages with higher associated values, especially when complemen-
tarities are high. The result is that revenues are higher for the high-overlap and 

Figure 3. Revenue by Auction Format

Note: The bars from light to dark (left to right) correspond to SMR, CC, SMRPB, and RAD, 
respectively.
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 high-complementarities bars on the left side of Figure 3. Moreover, national bidders 
earn more in the high overlap and high complementarities treatments, while the 
regional bidders do worse (see the table in Web Appendix D). These revenue and 
profits results contrast with our prior expectation that there could be more tacit col-
lusion in the low-overlap treatments where there is less head-to-head competition 
between the national bidders.

profits.—Figure 4 shows bidders’ profits by auction format and by treatment. The 
ability to bid for combinations allows bidders to bid high on packages and avoid the 
exposure problem, an effect that is mainly relevant with high complementarities. But 
if all bidders bid higher, the effect on bidder profits is unclear.

RESULT 3: Bidders’ profits are lowest in the CC auction and are ranked

 rAD ~ sMrpB ~ sMr ≻*** CC.

Support: Normalized profits are calculated as the differences between entries in 
the efficiency and revenue rows of Web Appendix D. With 3 waves and 4 treatments, 
there are 12 paired profit comparisons between CC and a particular alternative for-
mat, and the CC provides lower profits in all 12 pair-wise comparisons with SMR, 
and for 11 of the 12 comparisons with RAD and SMRPB. These comparisons are 
significant using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test ( p  =  0.001). Averaged 
over treatments, profits for CC are 40 percent, while the profits for the other formats 
are all in a narrow range from 53 percent to 55 percent.

The exposure problem can be alleviated to some extent by the (limited) bid with-
drawal provisions built into the SMR bidding rules under consideration. In this 

Figure 4. Bidders’ Profits by Auction Format

Note: The bars from light to dark (left to right) correspond to SMR, CC, SMRPB, and RAD, 
respectively.
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 manner, a bidder may compete aggressively for a package and then decide to with-
draw, paying a penalty equal to the difference between the withdrawn bid and the 
final sale price if it is higher. Withdrawals are more frequent (and the associated 
penalties higher) with high complementarities, as would be expected. While the 
possibility of bid withdrawals helps bidders deal with the exposure problem to some 
extent, some losses did occur when bidders decided not to withdraw or had to pay a 
penalty after a withdrawal.21

summary.—Pooling data across treatments and sessions, the revenue and effi-
ciency results by auction format are given in Table 1. In terms of seller revenues and 
bidder profits,22 the CC auction is best for the seller and worst for the bidders. But 
these results are not caused by bidder losses, which are not present in the CC ses-
sions (see the losses rows for nationals and regionals in Web Appendix D). In a com-
parison with the other formats, the SMRPB auction with XOR bidding is the worst 
from the seller’s point of view (lowest revenue and efficiency), and it is the best from 
the bidders’ point of view (sum of profits for regionals and nationals).

The bottom row of Table 1 provides a perspective on the levels of the realized 
bidders’ profits. The percentages in this row are calculated as ratios of actual bid-
ders’ profits (national profits plus regional profits) to profits that would result under 
collusion, i.e., when all bidders drop out at zero price levels resulting in a random 
allocation with the corresponding surplus, srandom , being divided among the bidders. 
Note that realized profits are far from collusive levels, especially for the combinato-
rial clock format.

One reason why the SMRPB auction performs the worst in terms of efficiency 
is that, in the presence of minimal complementarities, the requirement that bidders 
can only have one bid accepted (the XOR rule) may reduce efficiency, since bid-
ders have to bid on many combinations of licenses to find all possible efficiency 
gains. (Even though our design, in which regional bidders face a “choice of region” 
problem, favors the XOR rule.) RAD, in contrast, more or less reduces to SMR with 
low complementarities while it enables bidders to extract the extra efficiency gains 
when complementarities are high. Another consideration may be that the inertia in 
the SMRPB price adjustment algorithm could exaggerate the threshold problem, 

21 National bidders’ penalties averaged 2 percent in the HC treatments and were negligible in the LC treat-
ments. Regional bidders’ penalties averaged 1 percent in the HC treatments and were negligible in the LC 
treatments.

22 In Table 1, the “Profit regionals” row lists the total profit (as a percentage) for the group of six regional 
bidders, while the “Profit nationals” row lists the combined profits (as a percentage) for the two national bidders. 

Table 1—Summary Statistics by Auction Format

SMR
(percent)

CC
(percent)

RAD
(percent)

SMRPB
(percent)

Efficiency 90.2 90.8 93.4 89.7
Revenue 37.1 50.2 40.2 35.1
Profit regionals 52.0 38.5 50.0 51.3
Profit nationals 1.5 2.3 3.5 3.5
Profits/collusive profits 34.2 26.0 34.1 34.9
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since attempts to unseat large package bids may have delayed effects due to inertia. 
The next section explores the treatment differences in greater detail.

IV. Individual Bidding Behavior

This section provides an analysis of bidding patterns to explain the main qualita-
tive features of the aggregate data. In particular, with high complementarities, effi-
ciency is significantly lower in SMR than in the three combinatorial auction formats. 
This suggests that bidders are competing conservatively for larger packages when 
package bids are not allowed, which could lead to an inefficient allocation.

In order to quantify the effect of “exposure risk” on bidder behavior in SMR, we 
consider a conditional logit model in which bidders choose among all combinations 
of licenses that are still feasible given their current activity limits. The conditional 
logit model includes four variables to explain the choice of a specific bidding bas-
ket, see Table 2. Since some sources of noise are individual-specific, we estimate 
robust standard errors allowing for correlation among observations generated from 
the same subject.

The “profit” variable is the difference between the value of the basket (the value 
of the combination of licenses that the bidder is either bidding on or provisionally 
winning) and the minimum required bid. The value calculations include possible 
synergies. The coefficient of this “Profit” variable shown in the top row of Table 2 
is highly significant. As expected, bidders are more likely to bid on a basket when it 
yields a higher profit.23

The second row of the table shows the effect of the binary variable “PW,” which 
assumes a value of 1 if the bidder is already provisionally winning at least one of the 
licenses in the basket. The highly negative coefficient indicates that subjects are not 
likely to raise their bids on licenses they are already provisionally winning, which 
is, again, intuitive. The third variable, “Inertia” is a dummy variable that is one if 
the set of licenses that the bidder was provisionally winning or bidding for in the 
last round is the same as the set of licenses the bidder is bidding for or provisionally 
winning in the current round.

Finally, “Exposure” is measured as the largest possible loss that a bidder might 
sustain when bidding on a certain combination of licenses.24 We include an interac-
tion term “Exposure × HC” to allow for the possibility that exposure has less of an 
effect with high complementarities. Note that exposure is significant and negative in 
both treatments,25 suggesting that bidders are less likely to bid on baskets that entail 
the risk of winning licenses at prices above private values. The sign of the coefficient 
is robust across a variety of different specifications.

23 These estimations are based on all bids, including those that could result in negative profits. Such bids are 
more prevalent in the high-complementarities treatments (9.2 percent) than in the low-complementarities treat-
ments (6.3 percent).

24 Profit always refers to the difference between value and the minimum required bid for all licenses that the 
bidder is bidding on or provisionally winning. As noted earlier, we only consider baskets that yield a positive 
profit. However, when the bidder ends up winning only some of the licenses that he is currently provisionally 
winning or bidding for, he might sustain a loss.

25 Running separate regressions for the low- and high-complementarities treatments yields exposure coef-
ficients of − 0.05 (0.007) with high complementarities and − 0.11 (0.0038) with low complementarities.
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To illustrate the importance of exposure, let us consider a simple example for the 
case of high complementarities. Suppose the national bidder is interested in winning 
either the national package ADEHIL or nothing at all (and is not the provisional 
winner on any license). License values are $25, on average, so the national package 
is worth $300 on average. Consider a situation where license prices are $42 each 
so the minimum required bid would be $47 for each license, totaling $282 for the 
package. In this case, profit would be $18 but exposure would be $36, i.e., when the 
national bidder ends up winning only 3 out of the 6 possible licenses. Hence, the 
national bidder prefers to stop bidding for the national package when its price is $252 
(6 times the license price of $42), even though the value of the package is $300.

The second qualitative feature of the data is that efficiency is higher in RAD than 
in SMRPB for the minimal complementarities treatment. While activity in RAD 
is maintained by bidding or provisionally winning a sufficiently large number of 
different licenses, bidders in SMRPB have to bid on sufficiently large packages to 
maintain activity. As a result, bidders in RAD can simply bid on single licenses 
when there are no complementarities. In SMRPB, however, they typically bid on 
some profitable large package in order to maintain activity and are not also bid-
ding on the subsets of that large package. Therefore, the number of possible alloca-
tions in SMRPB tends to be far lower than in RAD. If a bidder has high values for 
licenses A, B, and C, for example, that bidder will typically bid on all three licenses 
separately in RAD. In SMRPB, the same bidder typically bids on package ABC 
only.

To evaluate why efficiency is lower in SMRPB when complementarities are low, 
we compare bidding behavior in terms of numbers and sizes of bids. The bidding 
activity column in Table 3 indicates that with low complementarities, subjects are 
bidding for or provisionally winning about three different licenses on average in all 
four formats. However, in SMRPB, bidders do so by bidding on fewer packages of 
a larger average size than in the other formats. The average number of bids submit-
ted is lower in SMRPB than in any other auction format in all six sessions with low 
complementarities. Using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, this differ-
ence is significant ( p  =  0.03, n  =  6). Similarly, the average size of the bids under 
SMRPB is higher in all six sessions. This bid size effect is significant in compari-
sons between SMRPB and any of the other auction formats ( p  =  0.03, n  =  6). The 
consequence of having fewer bids of larger size is to create a fitting problem under 

Table 2—Bidding Behavior in SMR

Conditional (fixed-effects) logistic regression
N 184,884 Log pseudolikelihood − 6,853
Wald χ2(4) 1,642 Pseudo r2 0.69
Prob > χ2 0

Bid Coefficient Robust standard error Z p > | z |
Profit 0.09 0.008 10.9 0
PW − 5.22 0.412 − 12.6 0
Inertia 1.44 0.081 17.7 0
Exposure − 0.13 0.035 − 3.7 0
Exposure × HC 0.08 0.036 2.2 0.03
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SMRPB. This problem is not present for the other formats where activity can be 
maintained by submitting many smaller bids.

The seller’s revenue is higher in the CC auction than in any other auction format 
in all treatments of our experiment. In SMR, efficiency and revenue are negatively 
affected by the exposure problem when complementarities are high. Moreover, the 
option to withdraw bids leads to a higher fraction of unsold licenses in SMR, which 
further reduces the seller’s revenue.

In RAD and SMRPB, the threshold problem can potentially reduce the seller’s 
revenue, since large bidders may be able to win packages at low prices when small 
bidders are unable to coordinate their actions. In order to test for the effects of the 
threshold problem in SMRPB and RAD, we look at whether small bidders bid up to 
their values in periods in which they end up winning nothing. Since the threshold 
problem only pertains to small bids, we only look at bids on individual licenses and 
packages containing two licenses.

Recall that the CC auction solves the threshold problem by forcing bidders to 
increase bids together on licenses for which there is excess demand. On average, 
small losing bids are closer to bidders’ values in the CC auction than in either RAD 
or SMRPB ( p < 0.001 for both comparisons using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs 
signed-rank test with 12 observations). The differences between RAD and SMRPB 
are not significant ( p = 0.23, n = 12), see also Table 4.

If the threshold problem is the reason why small bidders fail to bid up to their val-
ues, one would expect large bidders in SMRPB and RAD to submit aggressive “jump 
bids,” i.e., to bid more than the minimum required bid in the early rounds of the auc-
tion. Taking the average across all bids submitted during the first five rounds, the 
difference between the bid price and the minimum required bid is higher in SMRPB 
than in RAD with high and low complementarities, see Table 5. However, these 
differences are not significant (pooling data from low and high complementarities 
yields p = 0.15 using a Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test with 12 observa-
tions). Since the CC auction does not allow jump bids, both of these differences are 
higher for RAD and SMRPB than for CC (see Table 5).

V. Conclusions

The simultaneous multi-round auction is considered to be a remarkably success-
ful application of game theory, with careful attention to the details of implementa-
tion by policy makers. This auction format is currently used around the world, and 
government officials in other agencies now routinely consult the FCC on auction 

Table 3—Average Bid Characteristics with Low Complementarities 
(standard deviation)

Auction Bidding activity Number of bids Size of bids

SMRPB 2.91 (0.09) 1.62 (0.08) 2.44 (0.13)
SMR 2.60 (0.07) 2.60 (0.07) 1.00 (0.00)
RAD 2.69 (0.09) 2.11 (0.28) 1.60 (0.24)
CC 2.66 (0.07) 3.15 (0.52) 1.69 (0.13)
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design matters. Concerns about the effects of value complementarities have con-
vinced many people that new procedures need to be developed and tested. In par-
ticular, the FCC developed a package bidding variant of the SMR auction, known as 
SMRPB. This paper compares the performance of these two alternatives and those 
of two other package-bidding formats: the CC (Porter et al. 2003) and the RAD auc-
tion (Kwasnica et al. 2005).

The experiments were conducted with a common jAuctions bidder interface and 
parallel sets of value draws, for an array of structural and auction format treatments. 
The combinatorial auction procedures used (RAD, SMRPB, and CC) all result in 
higher efficiency than the currently used SMR procedure when value complemen-
tarities are present. It is important to emphasize that value complementarities are 
not just a theoretical possibility. A package of three bandwidth segments sold for 
about five times as much as a single segment in a recent FCC auction that offered a 
very limited menu of prespecified package bidding options. Complementarities are 
almost surely significant for other potential applications of package bidding such as 
emissions permits for successive years.

However, of the three combinatorial auction types, SMRPB performed worst in 
terms of revenue and efficiency. One distinguishing feature of SMRPB is the XOR 
rule, which allows each bidder to have, at most, a single winning bid. A bidder who 
is interested in obtaining one or more licenses in a certain region has to bid on all 
possible combinations of those licenses. In the experiment, however, bidders submit 
only a few bids per round, in which case the additional constraint of at-most-one-
winning bid per bidder becomes detrimental for efficiency and revenue. The poor 
performance of SMRPB reported here was a main factor in the FCC’s decision not 
to implement it.

The FCC subsequently decided to implement package bidding for one of the five 
blocks in the recently conducted 700MHz auction. Unlike the fully flexible pack-
age bidding formats considered in this paper, the FCC opted to use a simple format 

Table 5—Size of Jumpbid (bid – minimum required bid)

Auction Treatment Mean Standard deviation

CC All 0 0
RAD HC 3.1 2.2
RAD LC 1.3 0.8
SMRPB HC 4.1 2.1
SMRPB LC 2.6 1.2

Table 4—Bidding up to Value

Auction Mean (percent) Standard deviation (percent)
CC 99.2 9.9
SMRPB 87.1 5.3
RAD 85.8 3.0
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with a single 50-state package and 2 additional packages (Atlantic and Pacific). This 
setup is a simple version of the Hierarchical Package Bidding mechanism proposed 
by Goeree and Holt (forthcoming). Under this mechanism, predefined packages are 
structured in a hierarchical manner, and after each round of bidding, prices for all 
licenses and packages are determined such that they signal the bid amounts required 
to unseat the current provisional winners.

Without extensive knowledge of bidders’ valuations, there will be some efficiency 
loss associated with using predefined packages. However, the simplicity of the hier-
archical package structure (e.g., individual licenses, nonoverlapping regional pack-
ages, and a single nationwide package) avoids fitting problems that can arise with 
fully flexible package bidding. For example, if a nationwide package bid is winning 
then the nonoverlapping nature of the regional packages, together with the simple 
pricing feedback, allows regional bidders to avoid the threshold problem. This 
approach was tested using laboratory experiments based on two-layer and three-
layer hierarchies and the results were cited by the FCC as a factor in their decision 
to use hierarchical package bidding in the recent 700MHz auction.
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